The Information Era has witnessed a huge number of sources from websites. The abundance of useful data surrounding us has made it possible for integration systems to improve the quality of the integrated data. However, how to choose proper data sources efficiently to extract data with high coverage and low redundancy is still a hot topic in the area. Sampling the databases hiding behind the websites makes it possible to obtain the characteristics of the web databases, and further to choose appropriate sources when collecting data for integration and query optimization. In this paper we construct a sampling model to represent data characteristics of web databases based on posing keyword queries on the deep web query interface. The dependency of text attribute keywords within the data source is used to construct the dependent-relational probability matrix, which indicate the sample distribution and is used for keyword extension to fetch more sampling data and get new characteristics of the actual data. Further, we provide an efficiency method to evaluate the similarity between the sample databases and the real web databases. We evaluate the proposed method in real world dataset and the results show that our method can sample the web data sources with high similarity.
INTRODUCTION
A substantial quantity of structured data resides in the Deep Web. Therefore, Deep Web data extraction, integration and indexing have attracted significant research attentions and continue to represent a frequently addressed topic in the area. However, how to choose proper data sources efficiently to collect data with high coverage and low redundancy is still a hot topic in the area. Sampling the databases hiding behind the websites makes it possible to obtain the characteristics of the web databases, and further to choose appropriate sources when collecting data for integration. We have conducted some research in source selection [1] . In studies on the selection of data sources, most methods assume that the content of the data sources is known [2, 3] . However, due to the essence of big volume and velocity of web data, it is hard to know the content beforehand. Sampling the web sources with limited random selected data is a practical way to help select sources. The prerequisite is that the sample data and the real source have high consistency in characteristics. The data source characteristics can reflect the related distribution and parameters of data rules in the Web database. These distributions or parameters include text attribute keywords and frequency distributions, numerical attribute distribution, the category attribute and its statistical characteristics and the dependency relationship between the properties.
One of the authors has discussed text, numerical and category attributes and a samples collection method elsewhere [4] . As an extent research on that, we further consider the dependencies between internal keywords in this paper, based on which we construct a dependent-relational probability matrix. From the matrix, we obtain the distribution characteristics of sample data and propose a keyword extension method to fetch more sample data, which represents new characteristics of actual data.
We conclude the main contributions of this paper as follows:
(1) We construct a sampling model to represent the characteristics of data sources by posing keyword queries on the deep web query interface and evaluate the quality of sample data.
(2) We propose a method to fetch high quality sample data for web sources. We define the dependency matrix that reflects the dependencies between keywords of text attributes, from which we obtain the distribution of sample data. Based on it we propose a method to extend keywords for fetching more sample data.
(3) We evaluate the similarity between the sample data and actual data hiding behind the website with real world data. The results show that our method can extract high quality sample data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines related definitions and formulizes the problem. Section 3 illustrates the sampling model and discusses the method to fetch high quality sample data. Section 4 presents experiments to compare and verify the proposed method. Section 5 discuses related researches in the literature. Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
There are a series of researches about deep web source selection in recent years [5] [6] [7] [8] . To reduce the cost of accessing data from a database, a substantial quantity of research has been performed on the traditional database sampling method. However, less research has focused on Web database sampling. As Deep Web research has developed and the requirements for a Web data integration system have increase, the demands on Web database sampling have been gradually increasing. Because Web databases are hidden behind the FORM-based query interface, the sampling for Web databases generally adopts query-based uniform sampling methods [9] . Reference [10] proposed the sampling method HIDDEN-DB-SAMPLER. This sampling method solved the problem of how to effectively obtain a uniform set of samples using the front query interface from a given Web query interface. To obtain a sample set, this method randomly selects a combination of attribute values as a query condition, which results in a substantial number of overflow and underflow results with a lower efficiency. Reference [11] processed the TOP-k-COUNT query interface with a restriction on the number of return query results. These two sampling methods have a common hypothesis: the Web database records are independent with identical distribution and contain only the category attributes. However, most Web databases contain text and scope attributes, and their records are not uniform distribution, which means different records have different sampled probability during the sampling process. That is, each record may be sampled in a different manner (query condition) simultaneously. Reference [12] proposed an incremental method WDB-Sampler for Web database sampling. This method eliminates the influences of attribute manifestation in the query interface. The same study proposed a new graph model of a Web database and performed the incremental sampling of a Web database by graph travel. The sampling query in this method is based on the keyword query of a single attribute, which causes a significant number of repeat records to appear in the sampling results and decreases the efficiency.
The studies discussed above represent the typical Web database-sampling methods published in recent years. However, this sampling method requires improvement in many respects, such as the sampling independence, the flexibility of the parameters configuration and the integrity of the results that reflect the database content [13] [14] [15] In addition, these random sampling methods cannot ensure consistency between the sampling data and the WDB data, such as the consistency of keywords in text attributes, the consistency of numeric distribution in numerical attributes and the integrity of text attributes. Moreover, these methods do not consider the dependencies among attributes in the WDB. Furthermore, most of the various methods to select data sources consider the related characteristics of the terms in data sources. Therefore, to achieve optimal data source selection in Web data integration, it be required that in the premise of the uniform distribution, the samples must reflect the distribution characteristics of the data sources' own data as much as possible and then provide the necessary parameters for the data source selection or other optimisation operations.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
This paper focuses on an independent data sampling method of the Web database that uses text attributes query interface. Here 'independent' means to reflect the related characteristics of data sources to maintain unbiased sample data with regard to actual data. We first define some notations used in this paper before we formally define the problem to solve. 
Definition 5:
Consistency between sample data and actual data means that there are a substantial number of similar characteristics, including the data proportion of a returned category attribute, the data proportion of a returned text attribute, keyword distribution and the distribution of a returned numerical attribute in both data sets. In this paper, we focus on text attribute consistency. Suppose that QI contains only a text attribute, QI's range is C={k 1 , k 2 , …, k p } and QI's characteristics are as follows:
...
l i,j denotes the number of records that satisfy keyword k i and k j . Obviously, the matrix is symmetric, and the records distribution that satisfies single keywords and two-keyword combinations and the dependencies between two keywords can straightforwardly be obtained using this matrix. We name the matrix as NDM (Number Dependency Matrix).
Problem: giving a deep web, how to sample the actual data hiding behind it with high consistency with limited sample data.
To solve the problem, the sampling process can be divided into three stages as follows:
(1) Construct queries based on the query interface and known knowledge.
To acquire Web database query results from the query interface, one requirement is to choose appropriate keyword values for one or more attributes in the query interface. Without loss of generality, a WDB is treated as a data table, and a query request for a WDB is treated as a select query for the corresponding data table. Based on the definition of a query above, the SQL-style query is as follows: denotes the operator in SQL, which corresponds to the relational operators in SQL, such as "like", "=" and ">".
For arbitrary condition attribute a i , if this attribute belongs to the category attribute, it is straightforward to acquire all possible values and construct an attribute range using the query interface directly and then assign values to "a" one by one based on the range to construct a query request. For a text attribute, we cannot enumerate all the possible values of the attribute. Therefore, the appropriate strategy must be defined to obtain possible values from a Web database. This paper focuses on a text attribute-oriented independent data sampling method for a Web database and provides an auto-expansion method for text attribute keywords.
(2) Acquire a query result and sampling a WDB After a query request is constructed, query results can be acquired by submitting the request via the query interface. The results might be all of the query results that satisfy the query request or only the top-K results. Particularly for the latter result, if more auxiliary information regarding the Web database, such as database size and the quantity of return data, cannot be obtained (although random sampling of the database can be completed), the consistency of the characteristics between the sampling data and the Web database cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the corresponding optimisation strategy must be studied further to enable the sampling results to represent the actual characteristics of the database to the greatest possible extent.
(3) Evaluating the sampling result
After obtaining the sample data in stage two, we need to evaluate if the sample data is consistent in characteristics with the actual data. In this paper, the primary target of the WDB sampling is to ensure consistency between the sampling data and the WDB characteristics. That is, a user can obtain results that exhibit a consistent data distribution by submitting a query request through the query interface to a WDB or the sampling data. We provide the following evaluations of the sampling results.
(I) Sample quality evaluation (Q1). It is measured by the degree of consistency (also referred to as similarity) between the characteristics of the sample data and the actual data of the WDB. The consistency degree is calculated as follows:
where m is the number of the condition attributes of QI, , (II) Sampling efficiency evaluation (Q2). It is the number of query executions required to obtain a certain number of samples (e.g., 1,000).
SAMPLING DATA BASED ON KEYWORD DEPENDENCY
In this section, we discuss the proposed sample model and method to acquire high quality sample data for a giving web source.
Basic Idea
When the condition attribute is a text attribute, such as a book or job title, generally, any record r j may be retrieved using different text keywords. In addition, unlike the category attribute, for text attributes, the user is allowed to input multiple keywords to execute a fuzzy search.
Suppose a is a text attribute, its range is D={k 1 , k 2 , …, k p }, where p denotes the number of keywords in D. We take each value individually in range D as a query keyword to retrieve results from the WDB. We denote the returned query sets as R 1 , R 2 , …, R p , where the number of records in each result set is n 1 , n 2 , …, n p and the number of total records contained in the WDB is N. Obviously, 1
Furthermore, we use , i j l as the number of records that match keyword k j (1 , j p i j ) in result set R i (1 i p ) and construct the following matrix:
The above matrix illustrates the number dependency matrix of a text attribute, or NDM (Number Dependency Matrix). Based on this matrix, it is straightforward to deduce the following conclusions:
We call the NDM matrix that satisfies the above conditions as complete NDM matrix and otherwise as local NDM matrix.
For any record j r in a query result set, the total probability of sampling is as follows: 
Thereby, we can generate the transform NDM matrix for sampling:
It can be observed that, ideally, to evaluate whether the samples in S are consistent with the original WDB, we only require the formula ' ' S L N . Thereby, we obtain the number of records that must be sampled for each keyword k and the number of samples for other keywords responding to keyword k. Next, we randomly sample records from the returned records.
Based on the transform NDM or the process described above, it is straightforward to establish a sampling tree (Fig. 1) . The root node of the tree is a virtual node, and the second layer nodes are all of the possible values of attribute a, i.e., k 1 , k 2 , …, k p . The edges between the root node and any second-layer node k i are marked as the number of records that satisfy the keyword query k i . Similarly, using each second layer as root can create third-layer nodes. The value of the edge connected to the parent node is the number of records that satisfy the corresponding value of the third-layer nodes only on the condition of satisfying the parent nodes. The leaf nodes are the records that satisfy the keywords on the path from the root to the specific leaf. Based on the sampling tree, it is straightforward to complete the sampling process for a single text attribute. First, based on the first layer edge, count the total number of records 
Limitations and Improvement
The sampling process for the text attribute described above is the ideal process. However, in practical application, the sampling process has the following limitations.
(1) The WDB will return only the top-K records when the WDB contains a large quantity of data.
(2) The process is unable to obtain all of the valid keywords [10] .
The two problems may violate the above conclusions and generate post-sampling bias. A solution to the first problem is to submit a multi-keyword combination based on the characteristics of the text attribute while enhancing the condition restriction to decrease the number of records that satisfy the condition and limiting the number of returned records in the top-K. However, this method increases the complexity of the query. Therefore, in this paper, the process is based on the actual return results of the WDB. For limitation (2) about the keywords problem, we propose a method to obtain more keywords to achieve consistency with the distribution characteristics of WDB keywords:
(I) Since keywords in a WDB are unknown, we begin from any single keyword for which query results were returned. This keyword is set as k 1 .
(II) We construct and submit a query request using k 1 and obtain the query result set that satisfies this request from the WDB. If k 1 is assumed to be a query request and submitted, the query results R 1 are returned from the WDB, which contains n 1 records. R 1 contains attribute a, which is the same as the attribute of the query condition. We process the word segmentation for all of the values of the attribute a in R 1 . Suppose that we obtain keywords k 2 , k 3 , …, k p exclude k 1 . Then, from n 1 records in set R 1 , we obtain the number of records that contain the keywords k 2 , k 3 , …, k p . Next, we
Using this result, we can further count the number of records n i,j that contain keyword k j (2 ) j p in the records that satisfy query
. Based on the above steps, the following matrix is generated:
This probability matrix based on the dependencies between the internal keywords among the query results of single keyword is known as the PDM (Probability Dependency Matrix). In this matrix, except for the elements of the first row and the first column, the elements constitute a sub-matrix, which reflects the dependencies between other keywords under the condition a=k 1 . Based on the matrix, we select a keyword k i ( 
i
) to increase the number of returned unknown keywords or non-retrieved records through the next query request with k i .
In this matrix, if , ' , i j i j P P < , then compared to the records that satisfy keyword k i , there are more returned records that satisfy keyword k j among the records that satisfy keyword , the more keywords contain unknown data. Using this idea, this paper proposes a selection method based on the relative quantity of unknown information.
First, the formula for the quantity of unknown information contained by keyword k i ( 2 i p ) is calculated:
Where 2 ' , ' ,2 ,log0 0 i p i i j p = in the above formula. We initialize the keyword list by adding k 1 as the first one. Based on above PDM matrix, the relative quantity of unknown information contained by keywords k 2 , …, k p is calculated and a keyword is selected that is not included in the keywords list and contains the largest quantity of unknown information. The selected keyword is added to the keywords list.
In addition, we define the termination condition. The condition is that the difference between the average and the maximum quantity of unknown information is in a given range (as in the following formula) or a keyword cannot be found in a new location.
Data Sampling Evaluation
Based on the evaluation method of the text attribute sampling quality, we calculate the similarity between any two keywords. For text attribute a, suppose range of a is We can adjust the keyword sequence in range D of text attribute a, to produce the same sequence with the keywords in ' D . Thus, the NDM of samples L' can be generated as follows:
With the expansion of samples range
L transfers to the P P matrix as follows:
In the matrix, 
Where , , ,
, ' ' ,
And
Thus,
Therefore, the sampling quality of text attribute a is expressed as follows:
EXPERIMENT
We evaluate the proposed sampling method with realworld dataset. In the following parts of this section, we set up the dataset and evaluate the method by analysing keyword collection algorithm and sampling quality.
Experiment Dataset and Process Introduction (1) Experiment Dataset
The test dataset is a user information database that was downloaded from an open micro-blog platform. This data table contains 244959 records. After the irrelevant attributes are omitted, the following attributes remain: {id, name, province, description}, where description is a text attribute. The query interface is defined as {description} and the attributes results set as {name, province, description}.
(2) Experiment Process
The experiment process was divided into two phases. In phase one, we test the keyword extension algorithm in text attribute with unrestricted database access (i.e., no restriction on access time and the number of return results), test keywords expansion and relations with related parameters. In phase two, we test the sampling algorithm and evaluate the quality of sampling data and efficiency of the algorithm.
In phase one, we extracted three sub-libraries from the user information database, which contained 5000, 10000, 50000 records, respectively. To increase the test speed during the test process, in each iteration, new keywords were chosen from the selected 50, 100, 200 and 400 keywords in the query results. Otherwise, we defined the three values 0.3, 0.5 and 1 as threshold in the termination condition of the keyword extraction.
In phase two, based on the three sub-libraries described above, a 100000-record sub-library was added. We set a different sampling number for each library ( Table 1) and evaluated the quality and efficiency. 
Experiment Results: Evaluation and Analysis
(1) Keywords collection algorithm analysis
The experiment results are shown in Fig. (2) . For sublibraries 1, 2, 3, which are defined in Table 1 The sampling efficiency without a restriction on the return number is shown in (Fig. 3) . In this figure, the number before the horizontal ordinate expresses the sampling number, whereas the numbers in brackets are the IDs of the sub-libraries shown in Table 1 . The figure indicates that the accuracy of the classified attributes remains basically unchanged for the reason provided in the above analysis. The accuracy of the text attributes tends to decrease with the increase in the database size because the loss rate of keywords increases gradually with the database size increase. However, the overall quality of the sampling generally remained approximately 90%. Fig. (4) reflects the quality and efficiency of sampling with a query restriction. That is, (a) describes the similarity of text attributes when the number of query returns is limited to 200, 500 and 1000 records. Fig. (4a) uses the same horizontal ordinate as Fig. (3) , and the vertical ordinate expresses the percentage. And Fig. (4b) illustrates the sampling efficiency of all of the previous sampling using the unit "times/thousands of records", which indicates the average query times for the sampling of 1000 records. Fig. (4a) shows that for each line the similarity of text attributes overall tends to decline because where the query restriction is the same, the number of returned keywords decreases with the increase in database size. Based on the horizontal contrast, the similarity of text attributes increases gradually with the increase in the return number. As shown in Fig. (4b) , the sampling efficiency is directly relative to the quality of the returned data and the original data. 
CONCLUSION
For the rich structured data of the Web database, an independent sampling method that can reflect the internal data characteristics of a Web database has great significance for the operations of data source selection and query optimisation in data integration. Based on the text attributes in the Web database query interface, this paper proposed a new sampling method for independent data samples that uses the dependencies between internal keywords of the text field. To meet the requirements of practical applications, this method can preserve consistency between the characteristics of data samples and the Web database in the process of random sampling for the Web database.
